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 One of Posey’s Publications Located 
 
Long-time readers of USMNEWS.net are well aware of the dubious claim made (on the USM website) by 
the Morgan Distinguished Professor of Accounting Roderick Posey to have “more than 100” publications on 
accounting-related topics.  Since Posey’s claim was made public, USMNEWS.net reporters have been able 
to locate only one or two of Posey’s publications.  One of these is his 2006 paper entitled “Computer 
Security Checklist for Non-Security Technology Professionals.”  This paper was published in the Journal of 
International Technology and Information Management, which is edited by the CoB’s own Chang-Tseh Hsieh, the 
McCarty Distinguished Professor of Information Systems. 
 

    
        Roderick Posey         Chang-Tseh Hsieh 
 
Now, several months later, USMNEWS.net reporters are happy to report that another one of Posey’s 
publications has been located.  This one is a 1989 article entitled “Publication Activity of AACSB Accredited 
Accounting Programs,” at it was published in The Accounting Educators’ Journal.  Though many 
USMNEWS.net readers will be happy to see that some progress is being made in the hunt for Posey’s 
research output, it is disturbing to note that neither of these two publications is about accounting per se.  As 
such, Posey should not be credited for either one given the CoB’s “in your field” publishing constraint.   

 
Google Scholar Revisits Accounting 
 
It has been a few months since we examined Google Scholar cites in the CoB’s accounting department.  We 
revisit the accountants’ Google Scholar citations in Table 1 below. 
 

Table 1 
Google Scholar Cites in ACC 

 Rank Name    Position    GS Cites  
     1 Jordan, Charles   Professor          48 
     2 Clark, Stanley   Professor          24 
     3 DePree, Marc   Professor          23 
     4 Smith, Robert   Associate Professor         15 
     5 Pate, Gwen   Associate Professor          2 
     6 Henderson, James   Associate Professor          1 
     7 Anderson, Mary   Assistant Professor          0 
  Jackson, Steven   Associate Professor          0 
   Parker, Paula Diane   Assistant Professor          0 
  Posey, Roderick   J.J. Morgan Distinguished Professor        0 



As Table 1 indicates, Charles Jordan leads the GS cites race in accounting, followed by Stanley Clark and 
Marc DePree, who are locked in a very close race.  About 40% of the CoB’s accountants do not have any 
cited work, while 50% of the group has failed to garner more than one GS cite.  Fortunately for the CoB, 
Jordan, Clark and DePree have been cited enough to produce a GS citations of average of 11.3 for the 
accountants.  That figure should be enough to address any concerns an accrediting agency like AACSB might 
ever have. 
 

Just a Spoonful of Henderson Remaining 
 
As stories about associate professor of accounting James Henderson’s imminent retirement continue to 
circulate, this issue of CoB News takes a closer look at Henderson’s most recent publication – a 2006 
article in the Journal of College Teaching & Learning entitled “A Spoonful of Humor Helps the Lecture Go 
Down.” 
 

 
 
 
This article is simply a commentary on the use of humor in the classroom, and, as such, it does not even 
include a references section.  (The first page of Henderson’s article is inserted above, while the last page of 
the article is inserted below).  USMNEWS.net readers will recall that a recent scandal in the CoB resulted 
from Henderson’s behavior.  Thus, with a December 2008 retirement looming for Henderson, this section 
of CoB News, 28 October 2008 shows just how little he will be missed.     
 

http://www.usmnews.net/Fore_Fouls%5B1%5D.pdf
http://www.usmnews.net/O.B..pdf
http://www.usmnews.net/Letters%20to%20the%20Editor%209Oct08.pdf


 
   
Sources add that the inserts above, in addition to the other stories in this CoB News installment, also show 
just how ridiculous the CoB accountants’ 2006-07 accreditation efforts actually were.  


